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Endangered Species
Preserve for GOP
moderates
Once upon a time
there was a viable
moderate GOP. Pro
business,
fiscally
responsible
and socially
progressive
they presented a sane rational
approach to public
policy.
Cincinnatians, think
Guy Guckenberger or
Nelson Rockerfeller. In
the 80s and 90s the Log
Cabin Republicans
were thriving. Starting
with the Bush II era the
party took a line drive
to the right making

Nixon, Reagan and
Bush I seem moderate.
Barry Goldwater has
become an icon for the
social left. Moderates
have been eaten alive or
neutered by the pincer
claws of the
FundamenReal politic 101 talist right
By Tedd Good and the Tea
Party.
Remember
the neutering of Romney. They have become
an endangered political
species.
As the Obama /
Clinton Dems are
welding themselves to
the GLBT fundraising
and organizing machine,
conservative
GLBTers seemed quite
homeless.
Some

whined that the new
conversion by Obama
was to little too late.
Lo — here comes one
Paul Singer. He is a
New York billionaire
hedge fund manager
organizing a super PAC
to support pro marriage
equality GOP candidates. Singer is not Gay.
His son and son in law
are married under
Massechuttes law. Its
PFLAG on steroids.
Singers mission is to
provide financial cover
to pro marriage equality
candidates. It is no
surprise that that
Singers initial successes have been in the
moderate GOP eco
zone in the Northeast.
Whether this one issue
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This publication is dedicated to those
who have or have died from AIDS or Hate Crimes

Paul
Delph

It is our goal to record the positive contributions GLBT people make to their community and the local
community at large. While AIDS and Hate CRIMES are certainly not positive things, we seek to draw the
positive from the negative. We hold up Paul Delph and Matthew Shepard and their families as models of
how human beings should or could react to each other and how families should support loved ones whose
lives are not in the box right wing religious zealots want them in. Delph, a multi-talented Cincinnatian, died
of AIDS in 1996. His mother shut down her business to care for him. Shepard died in 1998, victim of a hate
Crime and his mother worked for years to get passed a national Hate Crimes Bill, which is now law.

Matthew
Shepard

super PAC can gain
enough traction to
broaden its platform is
debatable. At least it is

Life is like that

doing a part in keeping
civil debate and moderates alive in the GOP
this election cycle

events generally within
an hour of the Nasti to
Osteen vs. Obama
I have heard this year’s sniff the air. I was
presidential race called trained in the old days
such by
o
f
Goose
political
journalism
Mother
Says
pundits.
– we like to
This much
walk the
By Michael Chanak
is clear,
beat – talk
the race
to people
will be close, expensive and ob-serve. One such
and evil. How moti- observation: if it were
vated are we? We could not for the kids from
help win it or lose it!
Equality Ohio, Adam
I can’t imagine four Hoover (Support Gay
years of Lil’ Rom Rom, Marriage Equality
can you?
Ohio) and the soon
Granted, it was tiring departed Blake Jelley
hearing about the (just graduated UC) –
President’s evolution I’d have no social
on Gay Marriage, let life*. Four years ago,
alone having old Joe my social life revolved
Biden outing him. It around Impact Cincinfelt like it took too nati—the group grew up
damn long to get and left town… just not
around to burning out sure if it was grew up or
“don’t ask don’t tell”. left town or both.
Yet, I’m just not voting
Kidding aside,
for Lil’ Rom Rom who maybe Gay Marriage
wants to roll back isn’t your pressing
DADT or thinks mar- issue, but I discovered
riage is only between a a few things in the
man and a woman. We process of these
lose this race and that travels. Most of my
youthful protest of my younger friends had
generation over the Viet never been to a “for
Nam war – “I’ll move real” public political
to Canada” might come action. These “actions”
while political in
back in vogue!
nature serve a very
Marriage Equality
Old goose is a media ho social organizing pur– she loves attending pose: everyone meets

new friends and we all
learn something new of
our communities and each
other. We are also
fabulous and grand in such
settings.
Oddly, I am not seeing
a lot of the “established
queer leadership” that
protects the youth, or our
alleged “better interests.” They may be too
busy planning or attending gala parties
travelling to the White
House and such.
Bruce Beisner –
“Coronation”
I mean, installation on
June 9. Thanks Bruce
for the invitation to say
a few words for your
solid contributions to
local queerdom. I wish
you and hubby Jim all
the best wherever the
spirit leads. I meet
Bruce 25 years ago, and
he grew up…and started
a new career. Life is like
that.
*The author wishes to
acknowledge he does do
social events with Dr.
“Gigs” Maddux on
some Friday evenings,
and periodic outing with
Pappa Pig.
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That PRIDE fever!
By Rusty Lockett
where are we moving
In one corner you to? Do we know where
have the Dowager we moved from? Did
Queens sitting gos- we even move?
Some would say
siping
about
that we shouldn’t
PRIDES come
and gone. The
leave the political
rallies of years
way that they
past. Others say
thought PRIDE
that we are
was and should
beyond
that.
be. The other
corner
sees Lockett
What do I say?
PRIDE as a giant Give them both. No
celebration. Another reason to compromise.
corner sees it as a Compromise brings
corporate celebration, a about satisfaction and
place to get their happiness.
The sad fact is that we
freebies.
In a more traditional forget where we’ve
world, yes I used the come from. We forget
word traditional, we see the riots of the StonePRIDE as a movement. wall Inn, we forget the
A movement from the movement by Harvey
rallies and marches. But Milk and other’s of his
if it’s a movement time. We forget our

own movements right
here in Cincinnati.
PRIDE is not the time
to attack the PRIDE
Committee. It’s not the
time to attack the
Community Center. It’s
the time to join in
celebration and support
of each other. For
without each other we
don’t have community,
we don’t have ourselves.
If anything, I’m very
proud of what the
PRIDE Committee did
this year. They made
some bold moves and
changes. They’ve dealt
with a lot of criticism
and even hatred from
OUR community. That
needs to change,
especially if we want

PRIDE to be bigger and
better. But bigger and
better doesn’t mean 12
people doing the work.
What it means is that
we each do our part to
support the community.
We each do our part to
support each other.
Congratulations to
the Gay Chamber for
another successful
PRIDE I wish you
nothing best for future
PRIDES.
(Editor’s Note:
Rusty Lockett, is
president of the Gay &
Lesbian Community
Center of Greater
Cincinnati.
It is located at 4119
Hamilton Avenue in
Northside.)
Center: 513-591-0200
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any good feminist can tell
you and ultimately our
I’ve long had a choices of partner and
suspicion that Bisex- presentation are not
uality and Transgen- between caricatures of
derism are a
butch and fem,
phase. Not
but along a
for people, but
m u l t i By Nate Wessel dimensional
for society.
People
continuum
have been
of everything
transgressing the pre- whether we remember it
supposed gender binary all the time or not.
in one way or another
That’s why I like
for a long time, but in pansexuals and genrecent history, there has derqueer people. A
been a gradual but fairly pansexual is theoretmajor uptick in the ically open to a partner
number of people who of any of multiple
identify themselves as gender presentations.
Transgender and Bi- Bisexuality’s “bi” supsexual (and Gay too).
poses and reasserts the
What is Transgender existence of only two.
person? In a nutshell, T r a n s g e n d e r ’ s
they’re someone who “transition” is the
has gone through a inevitable result of a
crossing, a “transit” or formerly suppressed
transition, a marked identity or what would
change from presenting there be to change but
themselves as one gradually? Both identidistinct gender to ties seem founded on an
another. A Bisexual is assumption of distinct
someone who can be genders, and an unclear
attracted to either of understanding or distwo genders or sexes.
comfort with an amBut the gender binary biguous middle ground.
is a false dichotomy as
I think they’re both the

Just a phase

Nate
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We will custom design a cleaning service to meet your individual
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result of unique and
impermanent circumstances, an adaptation of
the human spirit to a
passingly dualistic world.
But how long can
brittle gender last in our
current condition? Long
term, the only semilegitimate place for
sexism is in sex itself, and
if people keep on getting
as queer and as tolerant
as they have been over
the last few decades,
that’s the only place it’ll
be. External genitalia?
Use a condom! Internal?
Here’s a dental dam!
We’re changing the
world, and with each
generation, people are a
little more free to be
who they naturally want
to be. The rainbow adds
colors.
Maybe that means
everyone’s straight
parents were right in a
way. It is just a phase.
You may think it’s important to assert your
preference for “man” or
“woman” now, but that
will be over soon enough
(give it a century or so)
and your great grand-

children will likely never
care or understand as
they go about their own
life unburdened by
gender just as we’re
unburdened by hoopskirts and corsets. Things
just change so fast in our
age.

Trans * 101
returns August 23
Back by popular
demand - Trans*101
presented by JAC
Stringer in co-operation
with the GLBT Center
Cincinnati returns
August 23 from 7 to 9
p.m.
More than 30 folks
attended the March
session this year - and
JAC was asked to come
back and present again!
This is an open,
beginner/intermediate
workshop structured to
cover a wide array of
topics relating to gender
diversity. It is primarily
directed towards participants who have no
background in trans*
See

Trans, Page 5, Col. 1
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ISQCCBE (the Court) is under a one year suspension
Coincinnati’s Court
Chapter (ISQCCBE)
has been suspended for
one year (up to one
year) beginning June 2,
2012 .
At end of suspension
- three years probation

from the International
Court System.
Why suspension:
1.) Potential financial
irregularities and potential
embezzlement
2.) Discrimination again
and voting irregularities

3.) Elected officials
without appropriate
vetting, police checks.
Of these, the general
consensus was that Issue
one was addressed some
years back and is not the
primary driver of the

suspension.
What does
suspension mean?
1.) Local court can’t use
titles (MONARCHICAL) titles
2.) Other courts should
not be part of the local

Trans—from Page 4

including Cincinnati
Trans* Community
Group, GenderBloc and
the Queer Canon Zine,
and is member of several
organizing boards including TransOhio, The
Philadelphia Transgender
Health Conference, The
Greater Cincinnati Youth
Summit, The International Femme Conference and The
International Drag King
Community Extravaganza.
As a performer, JAC
has done genderbending dance, music,
drag and spoken word as
a solo artist and as comanager of nationally
recognized drag cabaret
troupe, The Black
Mondays. He is a
national gender performance showcase
producer and is the
founder of the Gender
Queeries Tour. JAC is
a life-long dancer, poet,
musician and rabblerouser whose work’s
purpose is to generate
unity, action, and
empowerment and

achieve rights and
recognition for trans*
and queer communities
through education, art,
and other various forms
of revolution.
Gender is connected
to every aspect of our
lives; our identities, our
sexualities, and how we
experience the world.
This workshop sorts
out the mass of labels,
terms and theories
surrounding gender
through the experiences

and language of trans* /
gender non-con-forming
communities. We will ask
why we think about
gender, how culture and
practices interact with
and affect trans* people
today, and find commonalities that will help us
build a more inclusive,
just community.

and gender topics but
also discusses concepts
that would be of interest
to people with stronger
backgrounds in gender
theory.
JAC Stringer, also
known as Midwest
GenderQueer, is a
transgenderqueer
femme radical activist,
writer and performance
artist from Cincinnati.
JAC has lectured and
performed across the
USA and Canada with
his work focusing
trans* and queer education, social justice,
femme
identities,
(dis)ability, and trans*/
queer artistry.
JAC is the founding
director of The Midwest
Trans* and Queer
Wellness Initiative, is a
leading activist in the
gender identity disorder
removal movement, and
is a strong advocate for
health care reform, sexual
assault awareness, and
comprehensive sex
education. JAC has
founded several projects

Your
Local News
Source

groups activities
3.) There will be no
coronation in September
and the event at the
Millennium has been
cancelled costing the
local court $1K in
deposit fees, a DJ
deposit.
(They are proceeding to
book Millennium for
fall 2013 for a
coronation.)
Fundraising during
this period?

Yes, the local court can
fund raise to the extent
they are a 5013C and
nothing in regard to the
disciplinary actions of the
International Court
System will prohibit that,
again the stricture is
against the local court in
that titles may not be
used, and other courts
are not expected to lend
their official support for
these fund raising.

y!
e
H

See

Court, Page 5, Col. 1

Come visit us!
169 W. McMillan
513-961-6111
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Our Faith Too!

Called to serve Houston, Texas congregation
Former editor ordained a minister in the Unitarian Universalist Church
Robert Bruce Beisner was ordained as
anUnitarian Universalist miniter in June,
sponsored by the congregations of St.
John’s, Clifton and Heritage in
Newtown.
The Rev. William Gupton, pastor of
Heritage Church preached the sermon,
Its tope, “We first.”
Jim McDonough, board president of
St. John’s and David Small, president
of Heritage led the Act of Odination and
called on all members of both congregations to join in the laying on of hands.
The Rev. Bruce Beisner has been a member ot St. John’s UU Church since 1996,
serving in numerous leadership roles. Bruce
served as office administrator of Northern
Hills UU Fellowship from
2006 to 2010, intern minister of Heritage UU
Church from 2010 to
2011. and consulting student minister of Hopedale
UU Community in Oxford from 2011 to 2012.
He earned his Masters
of Divinity degree from
Meadville Lombard

A church community
that respects diversity
as much as you do.
536 Linton Street
at Reading Road, Avondale

good of the LGBT Community in Cincinnati.
He showed leadership
while in college. He, at
one time was president of
the Gay & Lesbian Community Center and he
was very active in the
annual PRIDE Event, organizing the speaker’s
platform in Burnet Woods
for the PRIDE Marshals’
introductions.
This year he chaired
the Interfaith PRIDE
The Rev. Mr. Beisner

Theological School and
was welcomed into
Preliminar Fellowship by
the Unitarian Universalist
Association this last
March. Bruce is now the
settled minister at Bay
Area U U Church in
Houston, Texas.
Bruce’s partner is
Jum Beisner
Bruce worked for the

Gay lifelong relationships can be blessed
Episcopal News Service
Soon same-gender
couples can have their
lifelong relationships
blessed using a rite
approved by the Episcopal Church in General
Convention.
In a vote by orders, the
House of Deputies

concurred with the House
of Bishops to pass
Resolution A049, which
authorizes provisional
use of the rite “The
Witnessing and Blessing
of a Lifelong Covenant”.
See full story in July 11
Web issue or subscribe
to our FREE e.mailer.

Harriet Courter
I attend The Gathering
to fellowship with
and learn from the Gatherers.
Our commitment to
social justice inspires me!

www.firstuu.com
9 and 11 a.m.. Sunday—Service and Religious Education
Welcoming Congregation
Childcare, Accessible, Audio Enhanced

Serevice, event while in
stages of moving.
He was also editor of
this newspaper for several years before becoming more involved with his
church work. Your editor
is very proud of the work
he did for the paper.
He and Jim and their
doges lived at two locations in Northside before
moving to College Hill,
their home until their recent move to Houston.

Doug Slagle, Pastor
www.thegatheringcincinnati,org
thegatheringcincinnati@gmail.com

513-307-6963
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Ed Mullen resigns as director of Equality Ohio, Kim Welter named interim director
C o l u m b u s — T h e bringing about full equality
Equality Ohio boards of for all Ohioans.”
directors unanimously
Kim has been serving
as the director of
appointed longPrograms and
time veteran Kim
Outreach
at
Welter as the
Equality Ohio;
organization’s
with five years of
interim executive
experience, she is
director.
Their most seaHer appointWelter
soned staff memment comes after
the resignation of former ber, she joined the
Executive Director Ed organization in 2008 after
Mullen, who had been serving as the executive
leading Equality Ohio director of Equality
Toledo for more than two
since January 2011.
“Kim is uniquely years. A graduate of the
qualified to hit the ground University of Michigan,
running and to lead the she got her secondary
organization through this teaching certificate
period of transition,” says through the University of
Paul Feeney, chair of the Findlay and her Master
Equality Ohio Education of Arts and Education
Fund board. “She is from the University of
willing to step up and Toledo where she taught
take the helm while our composition for three
board focuses on con- years.
Kim is a 2009/2010
ducting a thorough search
for a permanent executive graduate of the Center
director. She will provide for Progressive Leaderstable and effective ship and serves on the
leadership and continue Advisory Board for the
to execute according to Progressive Majority. In
our strategic plan of 2010, Kim took a leave

of absence from Equality
Ohio to serve as Campaign Manager for the
ONE Bowling Green
Campaign in Bowling
Green, Ohio which
successfully defended
two local non-discrimination ordinances from a
ballot initiative to repeal.
. “I’m looking forward
to helping this organization through a time of
transition and I’m excited
to continue the important
and necessary work of
Equality Ohio,” says Kim
Welter, interim director
of Equality Ohio.
Through this transition,
Equality Ohio will be
moving full steam ahead
on our two legislative
priorities: Creating a
welcoming learning
environment for all
students through an
enumerated Safe Schools
Act (HB208) and
preventing discrimination in housing and
employment via the
Equality Housing and
Employment
Act

(HB335 / SB231).
Equality Ohio will also
continue its leadership in
the formation of the broad
statewide coalition
pursuing marriage
equality for all Ohio
families.
Kim Welter’s appointment to the position
was effective as of July 1.
Equality Ohio advocates and educates to
achieve fair treatment
and equal opportunity for
all Ohioans regardless of
their sexual orientation
or gender identity or
expression. For more
information, visit www.equalityohio.org or call
them at 614-224-0400.
Ed Mullen
Ed Mullen, former
executive director was
invovled in some kind of
altercation in Columbus
and found it necessary to
resign his post.
Since he joined the staff
in January 2011, Ed
brought tremendous
vitality and keen legal
insights to the organ-

ization, stabilized their
operations and financial
support and led the
development of a
nationally recognized
strategic plan. The

boards of Equality Ohio
owe a debt of gratitude
to Ed for his leadership
and we wish him the very
best in all his future
endeavors.

Court—from Page 5

SOP items from by-aws.
4.) Focus on communication not just within
Court but broader
communities
5.) Budget review
6.) While the Court has
done many drag shows in
support of charity, clearly
a sense was that a court
should do other types of
activities to garner support.
7.) Create an application
for board members
8.) Create an applicaton
for show ideas/fundraiser
There will be additional
meetings over time to
work against these
issues.
The local court has
adopted the International
Courts policy of nondiscrimination - the local
court had one, but this is
Chanak
broader.

activities.
Elections? The court
board elections are held
in October and they will
still be held in October of
this year.
Any questions can be
direction to kbrawner@fuse.ent
(their
member at large)
How is this the
suspension to be addressed:
The Court is
establishing a “reinstatement committee” to
address theseissues in a
timely fashion:
1.) To solicit new ideas
2.) To clearly look at
what has gone well, what
not so well
3.) Update by-laws,
streamline by-laws,
compare to other
chapters. Eliminate

2729 Madison Road
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Planned Parenthood’s HIV Prevention unit moves to Northside
By Adam Reilly
can access medical care
Planned Parenthood’s and case management
HIV prevention project services. Through this
is moving to North- linkage we can help to
create a more
side!!
healthy HIV
We are very
community in
excited to move
Cincinnati. We
to one of Cinare also excited
cinnati’s most
to offer our
unique and fun
group and oneneighborhoods
on-one counand to be sharing
Reilly
space with our friends seling services to those
and partner in the fight who Caracole serves,
against HIV, Caracole along with education,
prevention services,
House.
Our program offers and training services for
free rapid (results in 20 clients and staff.
Our program also
minutes) HIV and
Hepatitis C testing to provides more than
the community by 20,000 condoms a year
appointment Monday to the community
through Friday and we through local bars/
offer this testing periodically at community
events. A large part of
our mission and what
we do is to link people
into care once they have
tested positive.
Being in our new
location with Caracole
will help to facilitate
this linkage and help to
ensure that those who
are newly diagnosed

clubs, community
centers, drug treatment
facilities, and community events. We also
do community outreach
with a focus on the
GLBT community,
injection drug users, are
sex workers.
Through this outreach
we provide safer sex
kits (testing info,
condoms, lube) education, prevention
services, and referrals
to other programs. Our
HIV prevention project

GLBT
NEWS

is a little more than a year
old and we only have two
full-time employees
currently, but we are
looking forward to
expanding so that we can
offer more robust
services
to
the
community. I know I
speak for the entire staff
of Planned Parenthood
when I say, we cannot
wait to become a part of
the Northside community
and to help create a
healthier and safer
Cincinnati!
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